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Abstract 
 

This study investigates the gender contents of qasidah with regards to Islamic values in 
the performing arts. How are women represented in qasidah performance? How are 
gender relations expressed in the performance and lyrical text of qasidah? For 
instance, the Rebana Dor is a case in point for illustrating the gendering of qasidah. 
This subgenre is reserved for female performers. It is considered more attractive despite 
limitations in gender articulation. This restriction over female performance highlights 
the way in which the male gaze imposes a form of control over the female body. This 
control is supported and continually reproduced by the gender regime, most strongly 
exercised by the religious institution. Additionally, as Connell (2007: 66) implies, 
language is the greatest source of symbolic gender relations. An analysis of qasidah 
song lyrics therefore indicate that gender relations are also manifested in the “text” of 
qasidah. Here we can see that the image of an ideal woman is projected from a 
patriarchal viewpoint – that of a man. As seen in the qasidah song “PKK” (The Family 
Welfare Movement), the state as a larger scale gender arrangement also plays a role in 
gender construction. The gap between the woman’s perspective and her representation 
in the lyrics presents the question of whose voice is actually being represented despite 
the singer being woman. It seems that there is a tacit song-specification based on 
gender. For example, a woman is deemed unfit to sing a song that praises piety in 
women. Instead these kinds of songs are usually sung by men. Moreover, when a woman 
does sing, it usually centers around her grievance and longing for her relationship with 
a man. It seems ironic that despite the majority of qasidah group members and leaders 
being women, the woman’s perspective as expressed in managerial control and 
creativity is still limited. Finally, this investigation also examines audience reception as 
a focal point for the discussion on gender. I demonstrate that qasidah as performing 
arts form is highly gendered. 
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I.  Introduction 

As Wallach (2008: 4) highlighted that popular culture, particularly popular 
music, is a significant arena of cultural struggle. Therefore, an enormous of inequity in 
social structure, such as class and gender, can be traced form popular music study. 
Moreover, Richard Middleton as cited by Wallach (2008: 5) mentioned that the social 
structure as implanted in music  related with the genre of music because it consists of 
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“regulation of vocabulary, types of syntactic unit, formal organization, characteristic 
themes, modes of address (who speaks to whom and after what fashion), and structures 
of feeling”. Moreover, music also will expose the social construction embedded in the 
cultural practice, including social structure.  Even though it is a fallacy of deterministic 
Marxism to consider that a structure of relations will automatically determine people’s 
deed, as Connell (2007: 55) emphasized, a structure of relations definitely characterize 
“possibilities and consequences”.  

As Elizabeth Wilson (1987), as quoted by Connell (2007: 66), argues, popular 
culture is a site of gender arrangement besides gender symbolism.  It constructs what 
are considered appropriate and inappropriate behaviors based on gender supported by 
the gender regime, such as religion.  Religious music performances represent the 
interconnection of religion, arts, and gender although there are different levels of 
bonding among them. As Isa Quezon (Laulima, 04/28/2009) observed, in the relation of 
gender, spiritual, and Hula dances (kahikos), the gender of dancer is less important than 
the spiritual presence so there is no significant gender differentiation of female and male 
performance. Deeper relationship among them is seen in qasidah because of Islamic 
views on arts and gender, for example an Hadith transmitted by Ath Thabari states that 
it is not permissible to teach women singer (Omar, 1964: 13). On the other hand, 
another hadith allowed singing and dancing, under certain circumstances, not only 
exclusively among male or female, but also among female and male (Omar, 1960: 30).  
However, as Isa Quezon (April 27) and Nezia Azmi’s (April 13) comment in Laulima, 
the relationship among them could be changed influenced by external factors such as 
colonialism and commodification.  These shifts, in turn, transform the gender 
construction in performing arts. Isa Quezon (Laulima, April 27) highlighted the 
tendency of Hula to become “fairly feminized with an emphasis on the 'exotic' bodies of 
women hula dancers”. Nevertheless,  as Brigida (Laulima, April)  observed that “prior 
to these mainstream views, hula was done within a religious context that was 'actually 
mostly man's dance.' These observations was supported by James Kwok (Laulima, 
April) that “the changes in the ways in which hula has been gendered reveals the 
fluidity of understanding gender in general”.   

Thus, this paper will examine the gender implications of qasidah, a form of 
Islamic music in Indonesia. It will question what the gender contents of qasidah 
regarding with Islamic value of performing arts are. How are women represented in 
qasidah performace? Moreover, it will also raise an issue about the people’s act in 
response of gender relation as revealed in qasidah both in its performance and lyrical 
text. 
 
II.  Literature Review 

The significance of popular culture, in this case popular music, in construction 
of gender regime which constructs gender is supported by Prabasmoro’s (2006) analysis 
of the representation of sex and female sexuality in contemporary culture. Prabosmoro 
argued that popular culture, as part of myth, contributes to the construction and control 
of women’s sexuality by turning something that is cultural and historic into something 
“natural.” As mentioned previously the nature of a genre music is influenced by its 
gendered location. The nature of a musical genre is much more influenced by the 
history of music in its social context.   
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The history of Islamic music can be traced back by referring Al Farabi’s theory as 
Poetra (2004) elucidated. Farabi categorized the hymn or religious and spiritually 
praising song as nasyd. Since the time of Muhammad  (622 CE), Islam has been 
enriched  by many praising song towards God and his messenger (Rasul). One of 
everlasting nasyd is “shalawat Badar” which was performed by Anshar (i.e.  the helpers 
or converts from Medina) group along with a rebana ensemble to welcome Muhammad 
and his companions to Medina at the time of the hijra (emigration  from Mecca to 
Medina.) The praising song started to appear in 13th cent. along with the spread of Islam  
in Indonesia. In its acculturation, Islamic music had a great role in the Islamic mission, 
for example Sunan Giri, Sunan Ampel, and Sunan Bonang used gamelan in their 
missions. In the era of sovereign kingdoms, the court became the center of Islamic 
music, meanwhile in the post-proclamation era, the center of Islamic music moved from 
the mosque and pesantren to the urban community where people are hunger for  
religious teaching even at their State’s educational background. (In fact, religious 
education was and is part of Indonesian’s demand and consciousness since religion is 
embedded in Indonesian’s culture and revolution, see Mujibburahman, 2006, 
FEELING THREATENED MUSLIM-CHRISTIAN RELATIONS IN INDONESIA’S 
NEW ORDER)  

Islamic music functions as a means of mission (dakwah) in increasing people’s 
faith through entertainment. Moreover, it also has a purpose to strengthen the spirit to 
fight the ‘enemy’ as what shalawat Badar meant. After the independence era (1950’s), it 
functions as a gratitude expression of people to God for a blessing of freedom. In this 
period, gambus which used percussions-particularly rebana- stringed, wind instrument, 
violin, and accordion spread. The center was not merely mosque anymore, but also 
schools and houses. Islamic music still continued to grow in the New Order Era (1965-
1998). Based on Poetra, it is related to the difficult economy and social situation. Some 
prominent figures in that period are Rafiqoh Darto Wahab, Nanang   Qosim, Juariah, 
and orkes gambus El-Fata. However,  economic development seems to have contributed 
at least indirectly to the decline of Islamic music, especially in urban areas. On the other 
hand, Islamic music continued to flourish in the country side where the people are 
marginalized by development programs. Thus, Islamic music, particularly qasidah, has 
been identified as low class music similar to the case of dangdut. Prominent Indonesian 
music groups such as Bimbo that became well known for their popular music were 
looked down on when they began to perform qasidah (Sumarsono, 1998: 21).   
However, Bimbo was marked as a phenomenon of social transformation in Indonesian 
Islamic society. As quoted by Sumarsono, Fachry Ali observed the social mobility of 
Indonesian Islamic society in that period. Islamic society rooted from the village tried to 
cross the line by establishing an urban orientation. With this social transformation, 
Bimbo progressed by performing an urban sense of music (pop) with   rural musical 
style. Bimbo became an identity symbol of the social integration santri (religious class), 
who has its roots in the village, into urban settings.  From the phenomenon, it can be 
inferred that the social structure is one of the factors that should be taken into account in 
evaluating music development as Browne  (2000) argued in her research.   
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Urban Image of Bimbo 

 

Browne’s (2000) research on “The Gender Implications of Dangdut 
Kampungan: Indonesia ‘low-class’ Popular Music” examines the role of dangdut  -in 
gender construction. In reference to previous studies of Dangdut  by Pioquinto (1993; 
1995), Browne questioned whether dangdut performances have the power to challenge 
or to strengthen gender construction. Regarding stage female sexuality, Browne also 
discussed whether the dangdut singer represents the emancipation or the exploitation of 
women. This issue linked with the concept of social embodiment as Connell (2007: 47) 
mentioned that the body can be regarded as an object and agent of social practice in the 
same time.  

Back to the historical background of qasidah and gambus which is an influence 
from the Middle East, as mentioned before, made them commonly identified as Islamic 
music. However, Berg made a contrast between gambus and qasidah. The difference 
mainly located in their function. She argues that, unlike qasidah, the main function of 
modern gambus  is not dakwah, but entertainment and social function. Even though 
gambus lyrics often include Arabic, it does not mainly function as a medium for 
worshipping God because of the secular meaning of the songs. Berg’s distinction of 
qasidah and gambus-  also highlighted the main character of qasidah as “musik dakwah 
Islami”. Berg formulates the relationship of music and dakwah as follows: 

“Dakwah is the act of teaching about Islam and it is a powerful and legitimizing 
word in Islamic communities as performing dakwah is considered to be an act of 
worship to God. The text and religious message, or dakwah, are what make these 
musical styles powerful and important in popular music expression in Indonesian as 
well as make these musical styles important players in the commercial Indonesian music 
industry.” 

Beside the messages of the song, the performance also becomes a significant 
characteristic of qasidah as written in Ummat,  February 19, 1996, as cited by 
Sumarsono (1998: 20) that qasidah is “a kind of religious music which is performed 
respectfully and quietly so the audience will be able to  find themselves in a calm 
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consciousness space”. That notion of qasidah was particularly directed to the legendary 
qasidah group, Bimbo.  For the purpose of touching people’s heart, Bimbo challenged 
the convention of the qasidah at that time which are performed by Arabic songs 
accompanied by  rebana, a percussion instrument. Bimbo was protested against because 
they used piano which is identified as a non-Islamic instrument by some Muslim 
groups.  

 
III.  Scope and Methods 

It is difficult to provide a single definition of qasidah since every area in 
Indonesia has its own variation of qasidah.  Cultural acculturation causes the diversities 
of the qasidah figure around Indonesia and its diversities, in its  turn. Qasidah used to 
be called rebana because it is identified with rebana as its main instrument. However, as 
mentioned before, qasidah is not merely accompanied by rebana, but it is also 
accompanied by some other instrument such as guitar and piano. This paper will include 
both types of qasidah, the modern and traditional qasidah. Although rebana, which is 
also called terbang, is used in Seni Shalawatan Katolik, chatolic Praising Performing 
Arts, in Yogyakarta, the catholic use of Rebana will be excluded from the discussion of 
this paper.  

Rebana itself refers to a percussion instrument of a single headed wooden frame 
drum that uses goat hide. There are also a rebana with metal disc called tambourine.  
The best wood used for rebana is mahogany. Usually there are  different sizes of rebana 
in a group to create a combination of sounds when it is hit one after another. Moreover, 
Rebana size differenciation  also implicates different styles of performance which is 
sometimes related to gender. Research on Jakarta’s Traditional Performing Arts 
documented several types of rebana:  

1. Rebana Ketimpring 
2. Rebana Hadro 
3. Rebana Dor 
4. Rebana  Burdah 
5. Rebana Maukhid 
6. Rebana Biang 
 

  
 Rebana Hadrah        Rebana Biang 
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Tambourine, a makeshift musical instrument in qasidah 

 
The diversity of rebana or qasidah brings gender implication in performance. 

Rebana Hadro is performed by a group of adult man by using three rebanas which are 
larger than ketimpring.  Two groups of Rebana Hadro will compete with each other in 
an event by singing to each other. The players usually sit in the mat.  They do not wear 
special attire. Rebana Burdah is usually played by four middle ages of man even though 
sometimes it is also played by young man as a form of regeneration. They play rebana 
with 50 cm diameter. They also do not wear special attire in their performance.  It is 
performed in a traditional and religious celebration such as pilgrimage celebration and 
for seven-month pregnancy celebrations. In addition to these, it is also performed in a 
ritual to heal a sickness and in response to catastrophe. The player sits together with the 
audience in a circle. Before the performance, a ceremonial is held by burning incense to 
respect the spirits of ancestors.  Rebana Maukhid is played by four player wearing 
uniform. They seem more relaxed when playing  rebana since during the performance 
they sit on the ground with their legs stretched out. Rebana Biang is played by three 
middle age men. Everyone plays a different size of rebana. Rebana Biang actually refers 
to the biggest rebana  played in this group. Rebana biang has 56.5 cm diameter, 16 cm 
high, and 27 cm diameter of resonance space. Before performing, a ceremony is held 
because the instruments are inherited from ancestors. They wash rebana to make it 
powerful and praised it by burning incense. Besides before a performance, a similar 
ceremonial is also held in Islamic holidays such as Idul Fitri and Maulud (a celebration 
of Muhammad’s birthday). The last is Rebana Dor, which is performed by  female by 
using 7-12 rebana in a group. Everyone plays one rebana while singing besides thelead 
singer. The group wears a special uniform which usually consists of a kebaya (a 
longsleeved blouse worn over the skirt-wrapping). Players make performances attractive 
by creating some movements and changing position on the stage. This way, they will 
not only stand on the same position during the whole performance, but they will change 
their position in an interesting mode. Qasidah is the further development of Rebana Dor 
and it becomes the most popular of rebana because of the attractive performance. In 
fact, Rebana Dor is not only played by female but also male although they still have a 
different conduct of manner in the performance based on syariah (Islamic ethic). 
Accordingly, this paper discussion focuses mainly on this kind of rebana  also including 
modern qasidah performances. 

The qualitative research is conducted by gathering data, both primary and 
secondary data. The primary data is collected by interviewing some figures who were 
involved in qasidah for years as a leader, trainer, or player.  In addition, the data of 
performance is taken from recordings of performances displayed in Youtube.com. The 
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secondary data is gathered by collecting qasidah representations in books and the mass 
media. Moreover, my positionality is also important in this study considering that I was 
a qasidah player in secondary school. Another  important personal experience which 
influences my reflection on qasidah is that my family is also familiar with qasidah in 
daily life since my mother was a leader of  qasidah groups and my father was a leader 
of the regional organization of qasidah, Lembaga Seni Qasidah Indonesia (LASQI). 

The discussion will be developed by looking at three layers of qasidah as 
performing arts. The first is the narrative level which consists of an analytical view of 
gender issues based on the lyrics of qasidah song. The second is the performance acts 
including the conduct of manner based on syariah and stage performance. In addition, 
the persona of the performer also will be discussed. The last is the response of audiences 
as seen in their commentaries on qasidah performances in Youtube.com.  
 
IV.  The Literal Messages of Qasidah 

As mentioned before that gender implication of qasidah related to its 
characteristic and its functions in society. Along with its genre as religious music, its 
lyrics are one of the main important elements of qasidah. Through the lyrics, religious 
values are internalized by its adherent. It also functions as pious expression such as seen 
in praising songs. The mission of qasidah is obviously stated in the mars of LASQI as 
follow: 

 
MARS LASQI 
 
Lembaga seni qasidah Indonesia 
Seni budaya Islam 
20 September tujuh puluh 
lahir lah LASQI jaya 
 
Lestarikanlah seni qasidah  
Itu program-lembaga, lomba seni qasidah 
Bersyi’ar lah da’wah Islam 
 
Muslimin dan muslimat, mari kita wujudkan 
Kesatuan dan persatuan, ber-azas Pancasila 
 
(Organization of Indonesian qasidah arts 
Islamic cultural art 
September 20 seventy 
LASQI was born  
 
Everlasting qasidah 
That’s organizational program, the festival of qasidah 
Sublimity Islamic missionary 
 
Muslimin and Muslimat, let’s create 
Unity  based on Pancasila)  
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A Female  Qasidah Group, Nurul Makmur, with the first winner trophy of qasidah 

festival  
 

 As mentioned before, qasidah does not only have religious purposes. It is also 
entertainment and social criticism , for example a song entitled “Perdamaian” ‘peace’ . 
However, gender arrangement is can be extracted in all the purposes of the song.  
Qasidah lyrics as follows: 

 
JILBAB PUTIH 

 
Berkibar jilbabmu 
Disetiap waktu 
Disepanjang jalan 
Kulihat kamu 
Gebyar jilbabmu meredam nafsu 
Busanamu menyejukkan kalbu 
 
Pesona jilbabmu 
Anggun di wajahmu 
Sekilas senyummu 
Menambah ayu 
Karena jilbabmu aku terpaku 
Cermin taqwa iman didadamu 
 
Reff : 
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Jilbab-jilbab putih lambing kesucian 
Lembut hati penuh kasih teguh pendirian 
Jilbab-jilbab putih bagaikan cahaya 
Yang bersinar di tengah malam gelap gulita 
 
Di balik jilbabmu 
Ada jiwa taqwa 
Di balik senyummu 
Tersimpan masa depan cerah 
 

White Jilbab 
 
Flutter your jilbab 
Everytime 
Everywhere 
I saw you 
Your fluttering jilbab reduces lust  
Your cloth softens the heart 
 
The charm of your jilbab  
Elegant in your face 
A glance of your smile 
You become more pretty 
Because of your jilbab, I am glued 
The reflection of the piety and faith in your heart 
 
Reff: 
White jilbab the symbol of purity 
Soft and tenderness strong in principle 
White jilbab as alight 
Lightened up in the darkness of the night 
 
Beyond your jilbab  
There is a faithful soul  
Beyond your smile 
a brighter future is hidden 

 

As Connell (2007: 66) implied, the language is the most significant source of 
symbolic gender relations. The song which was popularized by Nasida Ria, a female 
modern qasidah group, reflects the gender relation where the power discourse operates 
by setting up the image of an ideal woman from a patriarchal point of view. The lyrics 
are loaded with purity images which regards woman as the sexual object who must be 
controlled as seen in the sentence “your fluttering jilbab reduces lust”.  However, I am 
not trying to say that a woman wearing jilbab is suppressed. The problem here is the use 
of jilbab as images of woman purity is emphasizing patriarchal construction over female 
sexuality. In patriarchal society, virginity is exaggerated as a separation between “a 
good woman” and “bad woman” form male gaze of sexuality (Prabasmoro, 2006: 318).   
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The male gaze is highlighted by the phrases “I saw you” accentuated the 
position of woman as object here. Although the narrator, in this case the singer, is a 
woman, it does not mean the song is free from patriarchal point of view. It is obviously 
seen in stereotypes of women which is depicted by the song:  “softening the heart”, 
“Elegant in your face, a glance of your smile, you become more pretty”, and “soft and 
tenderness”. In short, in “Jilbab Putih”, female body is tending to be regarded as an 
object of patriarchal value. In addition, since jilbab is used to exercise patriarchal value, 
in this case religion becomes a gender regime. In the name of religion, female identity is 
constructed by males because males are the holders of religious authority.   

 
PKK 
 
Rumah tangga bahagia keluarga sejahtera 
Itu PKK dalam programnya 
Membentuk keluarga yang sejahtera 
Anak sehat rumah bersih indah lingkungannya 
Anak cukup dua saja mudah mendidiknya 
Oooo............semoga Allah meridhoinya 
 
PKK 
A happy household a prosperous family 
That’s PKK in its program 
To establish a prosperous family 
A healthy children a clean and vigorous neighborhood 
Two children is enough, easy to educate them 
Oooo………may Allah give the blessing 
 
 
The ideal woman is reflected in the state of family which socially constructed as 

female domain. Similar with “Jilbab Putih”, “PKK” is still talking about the ideal 
woman. Nevertheless, it does not problematize the physical outlook of woman as 
“Jilbab Putih” and the center attention is not merely a woman as an object.   Looking at 
the title, one should relate this song to the New Order era’s developmentalism project 
where PKK (The Family Welfare Movement) was one of government apparatus, 
especially to internalize women’s domestication based on Marriage Law of Constitution 
No. 1/1974 article 34. The law is explicitly domesticating women by stating that a 
wife’s obligation is manage household matters as well as possible. Additionally, Julia 
Suryakusuma argues, as quoted by Prabasmoro (2006: 314) that sexuality of Indonesian 
women is constructed as ibuism ‘motherhood’, not only in personal frame, but in nation 
state frame as well as implicated in Dharma Wanita, the national women’s organization 
established by government. Dharma Wanita constructed women’s roles as wives, 
mothers, or both.  Those roles were described in Panca Dharma Wanita that stated that a 
wife should  support her husbands career, deliver children, take care of children, be a 
good wife, and be protector of society.  Thus, female has a responsibility to take care of 
national morality by keeping the value which was established by the gender regime. 

Besides, the song also socializes the importance of KB (family planning) which 
was an important project of developmentalism in New Order era.  The program is 
proved successfully reducing the population boom, but it is also criticized in many ways 
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since it relied heavily on coercing women. Similar with “Jilbab Putih”, in this song, it is 
obvious that religion is used to legitimize state’s project on people. It is seen from the 
last line “Oooo………may Allah give the blessing”.  

 
 
Janda 
 
Baru sekarang oh aku rasakan 
Tak punyai kasih rasanya kesepian 
Tak ada tempat mencurahkan rasa rinduku oh 
Serta kasih sayang 

Barulah satu bulan diriku ditinggalkan 
Aku sudah tak tahan izinkan kesepian 
Ya Allah, Ya Tuhan hindari godaan setan 
Baru sekarang aku rasakan tak punyai kasih rasanya kesepian 
Sedangku menyayangi 
Sedangku mengasihi 

Kekasihku tercinta, kini telah tiada 
Ku hanya manusia, tiada berdaya 
Dialah yang kuasa, segala-galanya 
Mungkinkah diriku dekat dikau 
Menjadi janda,  semoga kudapat gantinya seperti dia 
 

Widow 
 
Just now I felt 
I have no love, feeling lonely 
There is no place to express my longing oh 
And affection 

Just one month ago you left me 
I can’t stand the loneliness 
Ya Allah, Ya God, please protect me from the evil seduction 
 
Just now I feel I don’t have a love, I am lonely 
When I give my compassion 
When I give my love 
My love is gone now 

I am only a human, powerless 
He is the most powerful, everything 
Is it possible for me to be near you 
Being widow I hope I can find someone like you 

 
Based on the research of Widjanjanti as reported by Jawa Pos (July 11, 2007), 

the widow still has a bad image since the family is considered as one of the highest 
value in Indonesia. Moreover, a widow from a low class social will receive more social 
pressure rather than one from the upper class since society is still reluctant to 
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acknowledge the social fact of women as the heads of families.  Besides the social class, 
age also influences the social response to widows. A young widow will receive more 
social pressure than an older one because of the fear that young widows will not able to 
control their sexual desire and will take other women’s husbands. This stigma is 
emphasized on the qasidah song entitled “Widow” translated above. Rather than 
empowering women by increasing their internal strength, the song depicts a woman’s 
weakness when facing life alone. The song emphasized the weak personality of a 
woman so she has low confidence to maximize her potential as a human being; “I am 
only a human, powerless”. She cannot trust on her own ability to give the meaning of 
her life. She always depends on something outside herself to get the happiness. Such 
view of women’s mental weakness triggers the prejudice on women’s sexuality. This 
way, the stigma of woman as seductress, “the Mara evil”, was highlighted. The 
expression “I can’t stand the loneliness Ya Allah, Ya God, please protect me from the 
evil seduction” raises her position as “the Mara evil”, the doer of seduction, not the 
victim. The depiction of women’s feeling in this song  contrasts with the life story of 
women as documented in Widjanjanti’s study. Like previous song, the gap between the 
women’s experience and their representation in lyric raises the question of whose voice 
is represented in the song even though the singer is a woman.  

The singer’s role in representing the message embedded in the song is influenced 
by gender arrangement. As Sadili, a former trainer of my parents’ qasidah group, 
mentioned  there is unwritten song distinction based on gender. “A song with praises for 
pious woman is not fit to be sung by a woman. It should be sung by a man,” said Sadili. 
It gives a notion that role construction for a gender is determined by another gender. On 
contrast, there are not many songs sung by women which suggest man conduct. Most of 
qasidah song which issue gender relationship depict woman grievance because her 
relationship with man. In addition, a female singer usually can not determine her own 
song because it was chosen by the group leader who is dominant by men.  However, the 
distinction of song based gender enable qasidah as a communication media of 
negotiation between genders.  The problem is whether woman have bargaining power to 
presence female perspective on the song. 
 
V.  Performer and Persona 

The gap between women’s perspectives and the message delivered in qasidah 
song as described above raises significance of the narrator, in this case the performer, 
and the message delivered, particularly along with its character as religious music by 
means of preaching media as its main purpose. The persona is one of important element 
in preaching act since the persona is part of the message. That is why some prominent 
Indonesian preachers were abandoned by their followers when they choose to have way 
of life considered unacceptable by most people such as polygamy done by Abdullah 
Gymnasiar from Dauruttahid Pesantren. Besides “who is talking what,” “how to” 
deliver the message is also a very important consideration in dakwah.  Moreover, Islam 
also has strict behavioral guidelines particularly with regard to gender relationships and 
symbolism. The interviews I conducted indicate that the representation of gender 
relationships in qasidah is influenced by both cultural understandings of gender 
relationships and power relations.  

The notion of gender symbolism in qasidah can be observed from the criteria of 
qasidah festivals. Based on my interview with Sadili and my mother, Nana Laelana, a 
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former judge and leader of qasidah groups, there are three main criteria of assessment in 
qasidah festivals: instrumental, vocal, and performance which is includes makeup, 
attire, blocking, and movement variation. Gender arrangement determines the 
differentiation between female and male performances, for example, as Sadili 
mentioned, men’s group has more flexibility in performing movement variations. Most 
of the reason are related to women’s attire which limits women‘s mobility. 
Nevertheless, it also related with acceptable and unacceptable notion of Islamic conduct 
which more operated to male rather than female. Thus, even though, a female group 
uses trousers which enable them to move freely, it does not mean that they are allowed 
to do squatting movements as male groups do.   

Once more, power relation also influences women’s self representation in 
performance. Similar with song choice, female performers still find it difficult to 
express themselves because many elements of performance, such as movement, 
blocking, makeup, and attire are determined by others. The trainer, together with group 
leader, has the authority to determine almost all aspects of the performance. As Widodo, 
the leader of Cahaya Putri (Light of Women), explained, he usually arranges everything 
related to his group’s performance and the group accepts his decision. Unfortunately, 
most of the group leaders and trainers are male. Sadili thought it related with the 
motivation and the level of their participation of people practicing qasidah. He pointed 
out that usually women only practice qasidah to fill their leisure time. Their 
participation is also limited by their domestic duties. They tend only focus to learn her 
part and cannot play other instruments, for example. On the other hand, male performers 
will more enthusiastic  about learning other parts beside their part and develop creativity 
so they have will have a prospect to become trainers and reap financial rewards.  

Furthermore, concerning qasidah modern, there are many kinds of performance. 
Some groups, for example Southul Fata (see http://www.youtube.com/watch? 
v=HsLbcKJGdjI&feature=related), continue “old fashioned” style just like Nasida Ria, 
a legendary female group of qasidah modern. The lead singer’s bodily and facial 
expressions are very limited. The makeup of performer also does not cynosure. It does 
not mean that the performance is free from the objectification of female from male gaze. 
As seen in “Wajah Ayu” ‘Pretty Face” performed by the group, the message of the song 
that all part of woman’s body are dedicated from her husband, delivered by sweet, 
gentle, and polite manner. This style is intended to evoke the image of  the refined 
character of the ideal wife.  

These performances are quite different from those of groups rooted in the 
dangdut tradition such as Sera (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SmJx_gUjTLE& 
feature=related). Sera is a famous dangdut group from East Java. They are known for 
having a very erotic female singer (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Qa391d76oE& 
feature=related). Recently, they have also become known for with qasidah 
performances. Sera’s singers appear to be less constrained in their performances. They 
move their hips and hands along with the song. Their physical appearances are more 
eye-catching. The negative stereotype of the widow which is embedded implicitly in 
“Janda” lyrics that a widow should be seen as a seducer was highlighted by the 
performance. Rather than expressing her sorrow and loneliness since the death of her 
spouse, the singer’s bodily movement exhibits female sexual appeal, such as by swaying 
her hips and shoulders and wiggling her behind back and forth. In addition, the long 
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dress the singer wears does not eliminate the erotic movement of female singer because 
the dress is very tight. She often makes erotic hip movements.   

However, the limitation in movement, attire, and makeup does not always 
decrease the degree to which the female performer’s body is objectified. The function of 
the female performer as decoration is obvious in the performance of the Pondok 
Pesantren Walisongo Rebana Group (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kPs1Ux5gMqI 
&feature=related). Female performers do not have significant roles, either as musicians 
or singers. The appearance of female performer seems merely to complement the male 
lead vocal. In addition,  from the cover information, male domination can be assumed 
since the leading vocalist, Ma’ruf Islamudin, is also the leader of the group. Another 
interesting fact is that he wrote his song by himself which is rarely done by female 
singer.   
 
VI.  Audience Reception 

In line with varieties performance style of qasidah, there is a wide range of 
audience receptions to qasidah. Audience reception is very much influenced by class 
social. Thus, the audience reception description should take into account the social 
category of the audience, such as santri, abangan, and government.  Besides, the focal 
point of audience reception includes the contestation between modernity and tradition, 
lyrics, and performance. Every layer of audience reception show that gender 
arrangement always become one of norms in evaluation as seen in following 
Youtube.com commentary: 

Suwarane apik, lagune apik, seni katane pun apik, nging mbok ya ora usah 
ngetokke wong wedhok jogetan kabeh wong lagune Islami ono video jogetan 
wong wedok bokongne megal-megol dadi ora Islami. Walaupun nganggo 
kerudung brukutan kabeh. Salah kaprah lho mas! 

 
The vocal is good, the song is nice, the lyrics is also fine, but it should not 
performed by swaying female singer. The Islamic song which is sung by female 
who wiggle her behind back and forth will be not Islamic anymore although she 
covers all her body. It is established mistake.   
 

The comment above depicted that evaluation of female performers is the main 
reason some people disapprove of qasidah. In other words, female performance is 
becoming the focus of attention, particularly when it is related related to female 
sexuality. The male gaze is becoming normative institution which defines what is 
accepted and not acceptable (Prabasmoro, 2006: 293). Referring to the concept of 
“vagina dentata”, as elucidated by Prabasmoro (2006:292), female body and the desire 
inside are regarded as a “monster”, deadly threaten. On one hand, female body is 
described as temptation gate with its fine sensual enchantment. On the other hand, 
female body is seen as a springe threatens of life. A Javanese man should be aware of 
the threaten power of money, female, and throne. However, in fact this norm is not 
regarded as control value of male, but female. Female is always prejudiced for her 
sexuality because of male fear of female seduction. Vagina dentata is a symbol of a 
male fear towards a female “otherness” which is created by him. Therefore, sexuality of 
female should be controlled to save a male existence.  
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On the other hand, positive evaluation of female qasidah singers does not 
necessarily empower women as an agents. Palapa Qasidah Group  which also well 
known for its dangdut performances received many positive and negative comments.  
Most of the commentary referred to the female singer, “Vivi.... apapun pakaiannya kau 
tetap terlihat cantik dan sexy....” ‘Vivi… whatever your dresses, you still look beautiful 
and sexy….” This comment pointed out the female performer’s image as an object of 
male gaze. The female performer is not evaluated for her technical vocal ability or her 
capability to produce music, but firstly for her sexual appeal.  

Nevertheless, besides focus on the group performance, there is also response to 
the song. As mentioned above, the female perspective in qasidah songs remains 
problematic. Responding to this issue, Rahima established a movement of Sholawat 
Kesetaraan (Equal Praising) in Java. They use local instruments and language to 
establish universal human values, such as gender justice, because they believe that the 
essence of Islam is equality before God.  
 
VII.  Conclusion 

The examination of gender implications of qasidah shows that the genre 
diversity of rebana is influenced by gender arrangement. Qasidah performed by women 
is more popular because the performance is regarded more attractive even though 
restricted. Restrictions on female performance include the representation of female 
sexuality from a male perspective which is controlled by male gaze, supported by the 
established gender regime, in which religion plays a critical role. The domination of the 
male gaze stems from the lack of women’s agency in qasidah. Male gaze constructed 
the value of ideal woman in the level of lyrics, performance, and audience reception. 
However, it cannot be overlooked that the majority of qasidah performers are women 
and it would be interesting to know more about the gender implication for them as 
persona. It is also important to study the dynamic of female agency in qasidah to 
document women’s roles in Indonesian society.   
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